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Don't Be Baffled by Your Electrical System--Handle Repairs and Improvements with EaseWith
clear illustrations and simple explanations, Don Casey shows you exactly how to install wiring . . .
make good, safe connections . . . match your battery bank and alternator to your needs . . .
troubleshoot problems quickly . . . avoid shore power problems . . . and more--all without a lot of
technical jargon."Don Casey's book provides clear guidance on how to create and maintain a
robust electrical system. Don's lucid explanations and numerous illustrations make what is
normally mysterious and invisible--electricity--into something the reader is able to understand
with confidence. An excellent addition to the sailor's seagoing library."--Chuck Hawley

From the PublisherSandy Lindsey writes for Heartland Boating, MadMariner (a division of the
DIY Boater family), American Sportsman, Gaff, Showboats (recently merged with Boat
International USA,) and Wave/International Yachtsman, among others.About the AuthorSandy
Lindsey writes for Heartland Boating, MadMariner (a division of the DIY Boater family),
American Sportsman, Gaff, Showboats (recently merged with Boat International USA,) and
Wave/International Yachtsman, among others.
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otherwise.Dedicated to Bill Laudeman,who blazed the trail for this book, andwhose strong
convictions about the valueof wiring diagrams were the genesis ofmuch of Chapter
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admire those hard cases who, before setting off around the globe, lever the engine out of the
bilge and tilt it over the rail, deep-sixing a whole passel of woes. The time not spent doing
maintenance can effectively add weeks to a cruise. Maybe the engineless do miss a few
destinations with difficult approaches, but they also avoid languishing in some overdeveloped
and under-flushed harbor awaiting the arrival of transmission parts. They never spill fuel,
smudge the transom with soot, or besmirch profound silence with the clatter of reciprocating
iron. Discarding the engine also rules out mechanical refrigeration, you won’t find a watermaker
aboard, and the absence of an engine-driven alternator necessarily simplifies the boat’s
electrical system.I am personally OK with ice for uncomplicated refrigeration, and to me catching
water actually seems preferable to “making” it, but when I contemplate kerosene lighting, the
simplicity of “pure” sail loses all appeal. Kerosene illumination bright enough to read by will add
at least 20 degrees to the cabin temperature. That may be nice when it is 40°F outside, but when
it’s 85°F—well, you do the math.On my boat I want bright and cool electric lights. While that
doesn’t necessarily require an alternator powered by a 500-pound diesel engine—a couple of
solar panels can provide enough electricity for cabin lights—I also want fans. And a radio
transmitter. And a good sound system. When the anchorages get deep, I could use the help of
an electric windlass. And speaking of hauling, resupplying the cooler with ice gets to be a drag
quicker than I like to admit.This, of course, is how electrical systems on boats evolve. Production
sailboats come with a few lights, a freshwater pump, and the expectation that the purchaser will
add a depth sounder and a VHF radio. The alternator, the battery, even the wiring are designed



for these modest demands. The owner, however, is rarely of a mind with the
manufacturer.Maybe it starts with adding a reading light over a bunk. While a new lamp for home
comes with a plug we simply insert into any unoccupied wall outlet, a lamp for the boat brings
only a few inches of wire lead. Now what? Far too often the answer is a length of lamp cord
twisted to the bare leads on one end and wrapped on the other around the terminal screws of
the nearest cabin light.What is wrong with that? Just about everything.Adding appliances to your
boat’s existing electrical system is neither difficult nor complicated, but it is exacting if the
modification is to be safe and trouble free. Sometimes sailors use the wrong wire because it is
handy, but more often they simply don’t know any better. If you’re connecting a lamp, what can
be wrong with using lamp cord? And if it is adequate for a 100-watt table lamp, how can it be
inadequate for a 10-watt reading lamp? Fair questions, both, and their answers are provided in
Chapter 4.Most of us find electricity as incomprehensible as the tax code. Who really
understands the basis for subtracting line 8 from line 5, then multiplying by 0.25 to get line 9,
“but do not enter more than line 6”? So we pay someone to do our taxes. Or we buy Turbo Tax to
tell us—without the bureaucratic doublespeak—exactly what to write on each line of the tax form
and not trouble us with the why unless we ask. The underlying concept for this book is much the
same—Turbo Wiring, if you will.The objective of this book is to show you exactly how to service
and modify the electrical system on your boat. Assuming that the less theory I throw at you, the
happier you’re going to be, I have included electrical arcana only where it is absolutely essential.
But here’s the deal: if I try to keep this dead simple for the masses, the eggheads in the bunch
can’t take me to task for taking liberties. I’m not teaching electricity here. I’m just trying to show
you how to make a safe, durable connection.OK, that isn’t quite all there is to it. The connection I
am really trying to help you make is the one between you and the electrical system aboard your
boat—figuratively speaking, of course. For example, if you understand amp-hours the way you
understand gallons, determining how long your batteries will run all the boat’s electrical
equipment is as easy as calculating how far you can expect to motor on a tank of fuel.So when I
describe amps in the following pages, it is for practical use, not scientific—something like
introducing European tourists to mph. It isn’t necessary to know that a mile is 1,609 meters when
speedometers, maps, and road signs are all in mph. Likewise, you can read amps directly from a
meter and make the necessary correlations without any understanding of the underlying
science.You will find practical information here about batteries—gel cells versus the flooded
variety, cranking batteries versus deep cycle. You will learn how to select the “right” wire and how
to make “good” connections. You will learn to calculate how quickly your electrical equipment will
deplete your batteries, and how to counteract that drain with both traditional and alternative
power sources.Besides a handful of electrical terms, I will expose you to a few symbols that let
you “map” your boat’s electrical system, taking a lot of guesswork out of troubleshooting. You will
see how to isolate problems quickly using a multimeter—where to connect the test probes and
exactly what specific readings mean. (An adequate digital multimeter today costs less than this
book and every boatowner should have one!)You will find enough information about marine



electronics to let you install new gear, enough about alternating current to avoid or correct the
most common shore-power problems, and enough about lightning to let you maximize your level
of protection from this unpredictable menace.So put aside your preconceptions and turn the
page. I promise explanations and instructions as uncomplicated as I can make them. There is
nothing here that should put you at risk. To the contrary, understanding the wiring on your boat
should only make you safer. The only shock you are likely to experience is how easy this stuff
really is.CHAPTER 1SAFETY FIRSTA lot of people are of the opinion that messing around with
electricity is just asking for it. Touch the wrong wire and it’s off to Fiddler’s Green. Respect for the
dangers of electricity is a good thing—not something I want to talk you out of. But the bulk of this
book concerns battery-powered electrical systems that operate on what is called direct current
or DC. DC voltage has to get up around 600 volts to represent a serious shock risk. Working on
your boat’s 12-volt electrical system has the same shock potential as changing the batteries in a
portable lantern—none.Alternating current (AC) is another matter, whether provided by an outlet
on the dock, an onboard generator, or even an inverter. The pulsating nature of AC can interfere
with your heart’s natural rhythm, and a fatal disruption is possible with as little as 60 volts AC.
Since onboard AC circuits carry at least 110 volts, you must take all necessary precautions to
make sure you don’t accidentally touch the wrong wire. As long as you disconnect the power
supply first, it is possible to work on AC circuits in complete safety, but that means all power
supplies. Keep in mind that an inverter energizes the AC circuits even when the boat is
unplugged. If you are at all unsure, leave AC circuits to someone else.Twelve-volt circuits won’t
shock you no matter which wires you touch, but that doesn’t mean you can dispense with
caution. There are other safety issues you should keep in mind.BATTERY ACIDThe liquid
(electrolyte) inside a battery is a sulfuric acid solution. Spill it on yourself and it will eat clothes
and burn skin. Never peer closely into the cells to check the water level; a popping bubble can
spray enough acid in your eyes to cause permanent impairment, even blindness. Wear eye
protection when working around batteries. If you do splash battery acid, flush it immediately with
freshwater (not seawater, which gives off deadly chlorine gas when combined with battery acid).
Neutralize the spill with baking soda.CONTAINMENTMount batteries in an acid-proof box.
Cracked battery cases are not unknown, and in such an event a box eliminates or minimizes
collateral damage. You can purchase polypropylene battery boxes or construct your own using
plywood sheathed in fiberglass.Should a heavy battery come adrift, it can cause serious
damage and injury. It is imperative to secure all batteries with strong straps or restraining
rods.SPARKIf you have ever attached jumper cables, you have no doubt seen the sparking
potential of a 12-volt battery. Electrical arcs—the basis for arc welding—generate tremendous
heat. Accidentally touch a wrench to both terminals of a charged battery and the current will cut
a notch in the wrench—and maybe in your hand. Remove all metal jewelry before working on
battery connections.Small wires can also spark, but with much less consequence because the
current is limited by wire size and probably a fuse. However, any spark is dangerous in the
presence of explosive fumes. Be sure the bilge is clear of propane or gasoline fumes before



working on your electrical system.EXPLOSIVE GASWhen charging, batteries produce both
hydrogen and oxygen—a volatile cocktail. Both gases are lighter than air, so they don’t settle into
the bilge, but they can accumulate in the battery compartment. Effective ventilation is a battery-
compartment essential.Never work on the electrical system while the battery is charging. Even if
the batteries are well ventilated, the “head” of the cells is full of hydrogen and oxygen.FIREFire is
far and away the most common consequence of inadequate or careless wiring. Resistance
causes a conductor to get hot—the principle behind the burner coils on an electric range. Wire
too small for the job, poor connections, and corrosion can all result in excessive and dangerous
resistance. Hot wiring is most dangerous when it is in contact with flammables like paper or
cloth, but a hot wire directly igniting polyester resin (fiberglass) is not unknown.Protect against
electrical fire by using large enough wire (tables are provided in Chapter 4). Tin-plated (“tinned”)
wire is much more corrosion resistant than bare copper. Terminals should likewise be tinned
copper, never aluminum. Use only copper or brass washers on screw terminals, not steel or
aluminum.CORROSIVE FUMESCharging batteries give off corrosive fumes. These are
especially harmful to electronics, so never store or mount electronic equipment inside or even
near the battery compartment. This is not so much a safety concern as an economic
one.FUSENormally adequate wiring can become a fire hazard if it becomes overloaded.
Dampness and motion make boat wiring especially susceptible to unexpected “shorts” that
result in just such an overload. A fuse or breaker acts to prevent this by disconnecting the wire if
the current passing through it exceeds a safe level.Every circuit aboard your boat must have a
fuse or breaker in the “hot” wire leg. (The only exception might be the circuit supplying power to
the engine starter motor.) The fuse protects the wire, not the appliances the wire supplies. Fuses
and breakers should always be as close to the battery as practical.CHAPTER
2UNDERSTANDING THE BASICSHow many sailors does it take to screw in a light bulb? If you
don’t want to be the butt of this disparagement, you have to abandon the attitude that everything
about electricity is just too complicated. Baseball is complicated. Compared to the infield fly, the
balk, or the ground-rule double, the rules that govern electricity are (invoking a bit of irony here)
child’s play.Electricity and baseball have at least one thing in common: nothing worthwhile
happens until a runner completes the circuit around the bases. Whether a baseball player is at
bat or has managed to advance all the way to third, he is only a potential run. We use potential to
mean the same thing in electricity. The runner has to return to home plate to score. Electrons are
the runners in the electricity game, and until they make the complete circuit, no numbers go up
on the scoreboard.Baseball has its own vocabulary—foul, fly, bunt, double play, pinch hit—but
few of us have any difficulty grasping these terms, not even strike, which normally means “to hit
sharply,” but inexplicably means just the opposite in baseball. A few specialized terms are
likewise required to follow the action in the electricity field, but too few to get excited about.
Adding a half-dozen new words to your vocabulary will likely be sufficient.This chapter is
essentially the “official rules.” In addition to defining terms, it shows how to play the game—
including league differences (the electrical equivalent of the designated hitter)—and how to



keep score. Nobody likes to read rules, but with electricity you don’t get away with a breach just
because the umpire misses it. When you break a rule, whether out of ignorance or indifference,
there are always consequences. Conversely, if you know the rules and follow them, expect a
happy outcome.TERMINOLOGYMost of the terms you need to work on your boat’s wiring will
come in context, but before we begin building that understanding, we need to lay the four
cornerstones. These are the basic concepts of electricity, all named for 18th century
scientists.AMPAmp, short for ampere, is a measurement of electrical current. Just as the
Department of Transportation measures traffic flow by counting how many vehicles per hour
cross a sensor laid across the highway, we measure the flow of electricity in a wire by counting
the number of electrons per second that pass a sensor.VOLTVolt is a measurement of potential.
Potential is not how many cars are on the road, but how many people own cars. The more
drivers in downtown office buildings at 4:59, the greater the potential for the traffic flow to be
heavier (or last longer) when we flip the switch at 5:00. Likewise, higher voltage forces a greater
flow of electrons.OHMOhm is a measurement of resistance. A six-lane highway is a good
conductor of rush-hour traffic, but funnel that down to one lane and traffic nearly stops. Or
change the road from straight, smooth asphalt to winding, rutted dirt and the rate of travel drops
to a crawl. The flow of electrons is similarly conducted or resisted based on the size and
composition of conductors.WATTWatt is a measurement of power. It is the rate at which work
gets done. For example, consider how many people the road system transports from their offices
to their homes between 5:00 and 6:00 P.M. Assuming the roads have sufficient capacity, we can
increase that rate of “work” by putting more cars on the road or by putting more people in each
car. Increasing either volts (force) or amps (current) increases electrical power.THREE-PART
HARMONYBuy a roll of one hundred 33-cent postage stamps and the cost will be $33.
Expressing this everyday calculation as the equation E = N x P (expenditure = number x price)
doesn’t make it any more complicated. Change the letters and this very same equation
expresses how the electrical measurements defined above are related. If you can compute the
cost of a book of stamps, you have all the math skill necessary to do electrical
calculations.OHM’S LAWUnderstanding the relationship between current, voltage (potential),
and resistance is essential to almost every electrical problem or project you might take on.
Fortunately, this relationship is dead simple: an increase in voltage increases current; an
increase in resistance decreases current. To be specific, current is directly proportional to
voltage and inversely proportional to resistance. This is Ohm’s Law.If this sounds confusing to
you, it isn’t. An identical law governs your personal economics—namely, the amount of anything
you can buy is directly proportional to how much money you have available and inversely
proportional to price. Our postage-stamp equation shows this relationship more clearly rewritten
as N = E / P. Doubling the expenditure (E) doubles the number (N) of stamps you buy. Doubling
the price (P) cuts N in half.The equivalent equation for Ohm’s Law is I = V / R, where I stands for
current, V for voltage, and R for resistance. (We don’t use C for current because I is the
conventional abbreviation.) To use Ohm’s Law, current must always be in amps, abbreviated as



A; voltage always in volts, abbreviated as V; and resistance always in ohms, abbreviated as Ω.If
we apply 1 volt to a circuit having 1 ohm of resistance, 1 amp of current will flow (1 V / 1 Ω = 1 A).
Increase the voltage to 12 volts, and the current increases proportionally to 12 amps (12 V / 1 Ω
= 12 A). Raise the resistance to 6 ohms, and the current flow in the circuit is reduced to 2 amps
(12 V / 6 Ω = 2 A).When we want to calculate resistance rather than current, we rearrange the
equation to R = V / 1. For voltage calculations, the form becomes V = I x R, or simply V = IR. This
latter is the easiest to commit to memory.POWERPower is the rate of doing work. The more
powerful an engine is, for example, the more work it can do (i.e., push a larger boat or push a
boat faster). The unit of measurement for mechanical power is usually horsepower, but for
electricity we use the watt. The higher the wattage of a light bulb, the more light we expect from
it.Electrical power is derived by multiplying voltage times current. The shorthand for this
relationship is P = V x I, where P stands for power, V for voltage, and I for current. If we want the
power in watts—and we always do—then the voltage has to be in volts and the current in
amps.As with Ohm’s Law, we can write the power equation three ways, depending on what we
want to calculate:P = VIV = P/II = P/VThe first form is the easiest to remember, but the last is the
one you will use most often. Light bulbs and most other electrical equipment are rated in watts,
but as you will soon see, we are more often concerned with how much current an appliance
draws. To determine that, we simply divide the specified wattage by the electrical system
voltage. A 25-watt cabin lamp in a 12-volt system will draw a little more than 2 amps when it is on
(25 W / 12 V = 2.08 A).LOAD CALCULATIONSNow is a good time to calculate the current draw
of every electrical item aboard. You will need this to determine appropriate battery capacity,
alternator size, or solar panel benefit. Sometimes current requirements are specified, but more
often the rating is in watts. List every appliance aboard, then divide its rated wattage by 12 to get
its average current draw.Note that some high-draw components are rated in kilowatts (kW). A
kilowatt is 1,000 watts. So a starter motor shown in your engine manual as 1.8 kW has a current
draw of 150 amps (1,800 W / 12 V). Electric windlasses have similar current demands.Enter the
loads into a chart similar to the one shown. We will return to this chart in Chapter 3. The loads
depicted in the illustration are typical and may be used to approximate the load of any appliance
for which you are unable to locate actual specifications.TYPICAL 12-VOLT POWER
CONSUMPTIONDESERT ALGEBRAIf your knowledge of algebra has been buried by the sands
of time, you can rely on these two pyramids to keep the equations straight. Putting your finger
over the variable you are trying find will reveal the arithmetic required. For example, cover I in the
Ohm’s Law pyramid and what remains is V over R: I = V / R. Cover P in the power pyramid and
you are left with V I: P = V x I. If these work for you, don’t be reluctant to rely on them.CIRCUITSIt
is no coincidence that batteries have two terminals and appliances have two leads. Connecting
one lead to the battery’s positive terminal and one to the negative provides the closed loop
necessary for electrons to flow. This loop is called a circuit.NOT LIKE WATERPlumbing offers
some useful insights into the invisible flow of electricity. You can see what makes a water wheel
spin. The impact of wire size is clearer when likened to pipes. The concept of voltage can be



easier to grasp when thought of as the electrical equivalent of water pressure. In fact, as long as
we keep the plumbing system closed, water works pretty well as an analogy. But as soon as we
open the circuit, we discover a major difference between the flow of water and the flow of
electricity. As every homeowner knows, water flows out of an open pipe until we shut off or
exhaust the supply. In contrast, when we open an electrical circuit, the flow of electricity stops.
Not a single electron drips out of the end of the wire.BOYS WILL BE BOYSTeenagers offer a
better analogy. A high-school gymnasium full of teenage boys at one end, girls at the other,
separated by a partition, is essentially a battery. Because the boys are naturally attracted to the
girls, we have potential—voltage—but nothing will happen unless the boys can find a path to the
girls’ side of the “battery.” Give the gym an outside corridor connecting both ends—a circuit—
and the boys will race from their end of the gym to the girls’ end. Unless a chaperon breaks the
circuit by closing the corridor door, this “current” continues until the battery is dead, i.e., until the
boys’ side is empty and the girls’ side is full of couples.POLARITYBy convention we think of an
electrical current as flowing from positive to negative, but the flow of electrons is actually from
the negative or ground terminal to the battery’s positive terminal. Either way, reversing
connections to a circuit reverses the direction of the current flow. While lighting and heating
appliances generally operate the same when polarity is reversed, most 12-volt motors run
backwards, and electronics will, at best, simply fail to operate and may be damaged or
destroyed. For 12-volt components to operate as designed, the lead marked with a “+” must
always be connected to the positive side of the circuit.OPEN AND CLOSEDAn electrical circuit
provides a continuous path from the positive terminal of a power source to its negative terminal.
By this narrow definition, when we break that path we no longer have a circuit. Fortunately, circuit
has come to mean any configuration of electrically connected components. A circuit that allows
the flow of current is designated as a closed circuit. When a break in the circuit interrupts the
flow of current, the circuit is open.SERIESWhen the entire current flow must pass through every
component in a circuit, the components are all connected in series. Components in a series
circuit are connected end-to-end like railroad cars.For power sources connected in series—dry
cells dropped into the barrel of a flashlight, for example—the total voltage is the sum of the
individual voltages. Each dry cell has a voltage of 1.5 volts, so a three-cell flashlight is operating
at 4.5 volts.Similarly, the total resistance of loads connected in series is the sum of the individual
loads. We calculated earlier that a 12-volt, 25-watt incandescent bulb draws about 2 amps, so by
Ohm’s Law the bulb’s resistance is 6 ohms (12 V / 2 A). If we connect three bulbs in series, the
total resistance is 18 ohms.PARALLELWhen a component is connected in such a way that there
is an alternative path for the current to follow, that component is connected in parallel. Parallel
connections, in their simplest configuration, look like ladder rungs.Source voltages don’t
aggregate in parallel. Connecting batteries in parallel—which you do every time you switch your
battery-selector switch to BOTH—simply creates a “bigger” 12-volt battery, one with a capacity
(detailed in the next chapter) equal to the sum of the individual battery ratings.The total
resistance of loads connected in parallel is a combination of their individual resistances, but not



a direct sum. Rather, the reciprocal of the total resistance is equal to the sum of the reciprocals
of the resistance in each branch. This sounds infinitely more complicated than it is. For once, the
equation is clearer:The reciprocal of total resistance of our three light bulbs connected in parallel
is + + , or ½, so the total resistance is 2 ohms. The resistance of loads in parallel is always less
than the resistance of the smallest load.EXTRA CREDITWE HAVE ALREADY CALCULATED
that a 25-watt, 12-volt cabin lamp draws about 2 amps and has a resistance of about 6 ohms.
Three such lamps wired in series would have a combined resistance of 18 ohms. From Ohm’s
Law, a circuit with 18 ohms resistance connected to a 12-volt battery will draw 0.67 amps (12 V /
18 Ω). Since the definition of a series circuit is that the entire current passes through every
component, only 0.67 amps passes through the bulbs—probably insufficient to make them light.
It is generally a bad idea to put more than one load in series. We do put switches and fuses in
series with the load because we want them to open the circuit.Multiple loads on a circuit are
almost always connected in parallel. Connected this way, our three lights will each burn brightly.
Since each is drawing 2 amps, the total current must be 6 amps. We calculated the total
resistance of three 6-ohm bulbs in parallel as 2 ohms. Ohm’s Law—l=V/R—confirms that a 12-
volt circuit with 2 ohms total resistance does indeed havea6-amp current flow (12 V/2Ω). The
more parallel loads we put on the same circuit, the more current the wires, switches, and fuses
must carry. Note that switch A turns off all the lights; switch B affects only one light. Also note
that even though each lamp is rated at only 2 amps, we can’t use a 2-amp breaker to protect the
circuit.AC/DCThis book is mostly about 12-volt DC, but most modern boats also have AC
(alternating current) circuits, whether powered by a cord from a dock outlet, an inverter wired to
the ship’s battery, or an onboard AC generator. Alternators also generate alternating current.
Most of the rules that govern direct current, including Ohm’s Law, are equally applicable to
alternating current, but the AC league plays the game a little differently.MAGNETISM AND
CURRENTElectric current and magnetism are related. Much like moving steel shavings on top
of a piece of paper by passing a magnet underneath, electrons inside a wire can be induced to
move by passing a magnet near the wire. This is exactly how all generators “create” electricity.
Coils of wire surround a magnet, and when the magnet spins, it induces a current flow in the
wire.CURRENTA charged battery has excess electrons in one side and a shortage of electrons
in the other. Connect the two sides and electrons flow through the circuit in one direction—like
water through a hose. Direct current is, by definition, a one-way flow of electrons.In an AC circuit
electrons don’t flow; they do the two-step. Close an AC circuit, and for an instant the electrons
start through the circuit just like DC. But back at the generator the positive pole of the spinning
magnet is followed by the negative pole, which induces the electrons to flow in the opposite
direction. This has the same effect as reversing the battery connections in a DC circuit. And just
as the current starts to flow in the new direction, along comes the positive pole in the generator
and reverses the direction again. Alternating current, by definition, reverses direction at regular
intervals. Electricity generated by U.S. power companies reverses direction 120 times per
second.POLARITYSince current is flowing one direction then the other through AC circuits, the



function of AC components, in contrast to their DC counterparts, is unaffected by reversing
connections. But while AC components are oblivious to polarity, this emphatically does not mean
you can be, too. To the contrary, reversed AC polarity is extremely dangerous, particularly
aboard a boat, and must always be avoided (see Chapter 8).LOADSHow, you might wonder,
does alternating current do any work if the electrons are more or less jogging in place? Consider
a light bulb illuminated by connecting it to a battery: if you reverse the connections, the bulb still
lights. In an AC circuit this reversal happens too fast for the eye to see anything more than
perhaps a flicker as the light goes off and back on 120 times per second. In fact, if the bulb is
incandescent, the white-hot filament doesn’t have time to cool during the “off” times, so the bulb
glows steadily even though current is only flowing through the filament intermittently—not unlike
propelling a play yard swing with intermittent shoves. And as with the swing, the shove can be in
either direction.VOLTAGEOhm’s Law tells us that in a circuit with a resistance of 1 ohm, voltage
in volts will be equal to current in amps (V = I × 1 or V = I). So if the current is alternating, the
voltage must be also. Yet an AC voltmeter will register a steady voltage of somewhere between
115 and 125 volts when its probes are inserted into a 120-volt outlet. What’s going on?Since
both positive and negative voltages (relative to ground) induce a current to flow, and AC circuits
don’t care which way the current flows, the AC voltmeter ignores polarity and registers all voltage
as positive, which henceforth we shall do also. The meter also averages the voltage which, to
yield a mean reading of 120 volts, is oscillating between 0 and a peak of about 170 volts.
Fortunately we don’t need to be concerned with these oscillations; average voltage (and current)
satisfies our needs.POWER FACTORThe oscillating voltage of AC power does require one
consolation. Some components in a circuit, most notably coils, oppose any change in current.
This isn’t resistance as defined earlier—it is called reactance—but it alters the relationship
between voltage and current in AC circuits. Voltage times current gives us power in watts (P = V
x I) for a DC circuit, but an AC component of a specified wattage may draw more current to
compensate for the added load imposed by reactance. For AC, the power in watts is equal to
volts times amps times a power factor (PF). In equation form this is P = V x I x PF, or more often I
= P / (V x PF). PF is 1 when all loads are resistive—which is why we ignore it in DC circuits—but
less than 1 when the circuit includes reactive loads. We won’t do power factor calculations in this
book, but you need to know that applying the DC power equation (PF = 1) to the rated wattage of
AC appliances can substantially understate actual power consumption.SAFETY
REVISITEDHand-to-hand resistance through the human body is usually at least 1,000 ohms
(check yours by holding the two probes of an ohm meter with wet fingers). Applying Ohm’s Law
—I = V / R—we can see that should you touch both terminals of a 12-volt battery, body
resistance limits current flow to 12 milliamps (0.012 amp)—insufficient to pose a serious risk. If,
however, you get across an AC circuit, 120 volts will push 0.12 amp through your body.
Combined with the pulsating nature of AC current, this is more than twice the level needed to
interfere dangerously—even fatally—with heart rhythm. Work on AC circuits requires extreme
caution.CHAPTER 3BATTERYA storage battery is like a fuel tank. As long as you keep it topped



up, the electrical system should keep humming, but let it run out of juice and the system dies.We
don’t much care what is going on inside a battery, only that it keeps our electrics running.
Unfortunately, where batteries are concerned, ignorance is almost never bliss. About 99.99% of
all 12-volt batteries are intended for automobiles, where they are required to give a half-second
burst of power several times a day—after which they are immediately and fully replenished by
the alternator. A sailboat battery doesn’t get such prima donna treatment. We want it to supply all
our electrical needs for 24 to 48 hours, then we want to fully replace that 2-day drain with a few
minutes of charging time. Such treatment literally murders an automotive battery.No battery lasts
as long or recharges as quickly as we would like, but those designed specifically for periodic as
opposed to continuous recharging come the closest. What identifies such batteries? “Marine” on
the label is no assurance; many so-called marine batteries are simply relabeled automotive
batteries, maybe with the addition of wing-nut terminals and a lifting handle. This might be
unscrupulous except that the requirements for a powerboat’s starting battery aren’t that different
from a car battery.Gel batteries have been increasingly touted as the ideal marine battery, but
claims about these should be viewed with some skepticism. Gel cells do have some desirable
characteristics, but they are not next-generation technology.The best way to pick a battery to suit
your needs is to compare. This chapter explains physical and performance differences among
various battery types, and shows how to interpret various battery ratings. It also provides
standards for installation and maintenance.Taking the time to select the right battery, install it
well, and maintain it properly is simply good seamanship.THE BASIC CELLBatteries are made
up of cells connected in series to achieve the desired voltage. For example, a 12-volt automotive
or marine battery has 6 cells, each with a fully charged potential of a bit more than 2 volts. Cells
convert chemical energy to electrical energy and, in the case of storage cells, vice versa.FULLY
CHARGEDA cell consists of two dissimilar electrodes immersed in a conductive medium. In a
lead-acid cell—the kind of cell in automotive and marine batteries—the negative electrode is
lead (Pb), the positive electrode is lead dioxide (PbO2), and the electrolyte is sulfuric acid and
water (H2SO4 + H2O).DISCHARGINGFree electrons flowing from the lead to the lead dioxide
through an external circuit unbalance the chemistry inside the battery, causing the acid to
separate into hydrogen (H) and sulfate (S04) ions. An ion is a molecule with either extra or
missing electrons—the link between chemical energy and electrical energy. Some of the sulfate
ions combine with the lead electrode to form lead sulfate (PbSO4). Other sulfate ions displace
oxygen from the lead-dioxide electrode and combine with the free lead, also as lead sulfate. The
displaced oxygen pairs up with the hydrogen ions to form water (H2O).SAILBOAT ELECTRICS
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admire those hard cases who, before setting off around the globe, lever the engine out of the
bilge and tilt it over the rail, deep-sixing a whole passel of woes. The time not spent doing
maintenance can effectively add weeks to a cruise. Maybe the engineless do miss a few
destinations with difficult approaches, but they also avoid languishing in some overdeveloped
and under-flushed harbor awaiting the arrival of transmission parts. They never spill fuel,
smudge the transom with soot, or besmirch profound silence with the clatter of reciprocating
iron. Discarding the engine also rules out mechanical refrigeration, you won’t find a watermaker
aboard, and the absence of an engine-driven alternator necessarily simplifies the boat’s



electrical system.I am personally OK with ice for uncomplicated refrigeration, and to me catching
water actually seems preferable to “making” it, but when I contemplate kerosene lighting, the
simplicity of “pure” sail loses all appeal. Kerosene illumination bright enough to read by will add
at least 20 degrees to the cabin temperature. That may be nice when it is 40°F outside, but when
it’s 85°F—well, you do the math.On my boat I want bright and cool electric lights. While that
doesn’t necessarily require an alternator powered by a 500-pound diesel engine—a couple of
solar panels can provide enough electricity for cabin lights—I also want fans. And a radio
transmitter. And a good sound system. When the anchorages get deep, I could use the help of
an electric windlass. And speaking of hauling, resupplying the cooler with ice gets to be a drag
quicker than I like to admit.This, of course, is how electrical systems on boats evolve. Production
sailboats come with a few lights, a freshwater pump, and the expectation that the purchaser will
add a depth sounder and a VHF radio. The alternator, the battery, even the wiring are designed
for these modest demands. The owner, however, is rarely of a mind with the
manufacturer.Maybe it starts with adding a reading light over a bunk. While a new lamp for home
comes with a plug we simply insert into any unoccupied wall outlet, a lamp for the boat brings
only a few inches of wire lead. Now what? Far too often the answer is a length of lamp cord
twisted to the bare leads on one end and wrapped on the other around the terminal screws of
the nearest cabin light.What is wrong with that? Just about everything.Adding appliances to your
boat’s existing electrical system is neither difficult nor complicated, but it is exacting if the
modification is to be safe and trouble free. Sometimes sailors use the wrong wire because it is
handy, but more often they simply don’t know any better. If you’re connecting a lamp, what can
be wrong with using lamp cord? And if it is adequate for a 100-watt table lamp, how can it be
inadequate for a 10-watt reading lamp? Fair questions, both, and their answers are provided in
Chapter 4.Most of us find electricity as incomprehensible as the tax code. Who really
understands the basis for subtracting line 8 from line 5, then multiplying by 0.25 to get line 9,
“but do not enter more than line 6”? So we pay someone to do our taxes. Or we buy Turbo Tax to
tell us—without the bureaucratic doublespeak—exactly what to write on each line of the tax form
and not trouble us with the why unless we ask. The underlying concept for this book is much the
same—Turbo Wiring, if you will.The objective of this book is to show you exactly how to service
and modify the electrical system on your boat. Assuming that the less theory I throw at you, the
happier you’re going to be, I have included electrical arcana only where it is absolutely essential.
But here’s the deal: if I try to keep this dead simple for the masses, the eggheads in the bunch
can’t take me to task for taking liberties. I’m not teaching electricity here. I’m just trying to show
you how to make a safe, durable connection.OK, that isn’t quite all there is to it. The connection I
am really trying to help you make is the one between you and the electrical system aboard your
boat—figuratively speaking, of course. For example, if you understand amp-hours the way you
understand gallons, determining how long your batteries will run all the boat’s electrical
equipment is as easy as calculating how far you can expect to motor on a tank of fuel.So when I
describe amps in the following pages, it is for practical use, not scientific—something like



introducing European tourists to mph. It isn’t necessary to know that a mile is 1,609 meters when
speedometers, maps, and road signs are all in mph. Likewise, you can read amps directly from a
meter and make the necessary correlations without any understanding of the underlying
science.You will find practical information here about batteries—gel cells versus the flooded
variety, cranking batteries versus deep cycle. You will learn how to select the “right” wire and how
to make “good” connections. You will learn to calculate how quickly your electrical equipment will
deplete your batteries, and how to counteract that drain with both traditional and alternative
power sources.Besides a handful of electrical terms, I will expose you to a few symbols that let
you “map” your boat’s electrical system, taking a lot of guesswork out of troubleshooting. You will
see how to isolate problems quickly using a multimeter—where to connect the test probes and
exactly what specific readings mean. (An adequate digital multimeter today costs less than this
book and every boatowner should have one!)You will find enough information about marine
electronics to let you install new gear, enough about alternating current to avoid or correct the
most common shore-power problems, and enough about lightning to let you maximize your level
of protection from this unpredictable menace.So put aside your preconceptions and turn the
page. I promise explanations and instructions as uncomplicated as I can make them. There is
nothing here that should put you at risk. To the contrary, understanding the wiring on your boat
should only make you safer. The only shock you are likely to experience is how easy this stuff
really is.INTRODUCTIONI admire those hard cases who, before setting off around the globe,
lever the engine out of the bilge and tilt it over the rail, deep-sixing a whole passel of woes. The
time not spent doing maintenance can effectively add weeks to a cruise. Maybe the engineless
do miss a few destinations with difficult approaches, but they also avoid languishing in some
overdeveloped and under-flushed harbor awaiting the arrival of transmission parts. They never
spill fuel, smudge the transom with soot, or besmirch profound silence with the clatter of
reciprocating iron. Discarding the engine also rules out mechanical refrigeration, you won’t find a
watermaker aboard, and the absence of an engine-driven alternator necessarily simplifies the
boat’s electrical system.I am personally OK with ice for uncomplicated refrigeration, and to me
catching water actually seems preferable to “making” it, but when I contemplate kerosene
lighting, the simplicity of “pure” sail loses all appeal. Kerosene illumination bright enough to read
by will add at least 20 degrees to the cabin temperature. That may be nice when it is 40°F
outside, but when it’s 85°F—well, you do the math.On my boat I want bright and cool electric
lights. While that doesn’t necessarily require an alternator powered by a 500-pound diesel engine
—a couple of solar panels can provide enough electricity for cabin lights—I also want fans. And
a radio transmitter. And a good sound system. When the anchorages get deep, I could use the
help of an electric windlass. And speaking of hauling, resupplying the cooler with ice gets to be a
drag quicker than I like to admit.This, of course, is how electrical systems on boats evolve.
Production sailboats come with a few lights, a freshwater pump, and the expectation that the
purchaser will add a depth sounder and a VHF radio. The alternator, the battery, even the wiring
are designed for these modest demands. The owner, however, is rarely of a mind with the



manufacturer.Maybe it starts with adding a reading light over a bunk. While a new lamp for home
comes with a plug we simply insert into any unoccupied wall outlet, a lamp for the boat brings
only a few inches of wire lead. Now what? Far too often the answer is a length of lamp cord
twisted to the bare leads on one end and wrapped on the other around the terminal screws of
the nearest cabin light.What is wrong with that? Just about everything.Adding appliances to your
boat’s existing electrical system is neither difficult nor complicated, but it is exacting if the
modification is to be safe and trouble free. Sometimes sailors use the wrong wire because it is
handy, but more often they simply don’t know any better. If you’re connecting a lamp, what can
be wrong with using lamp cord? And if it is adequate for a 100-watt table lamp, how can it be
inadequate for a 10-watt reading lamp? Fair questions, both, and their answers are provided in
Chapter 4.Most of us find electricity as incomprehensible as the tax code. Who really
understands the basis for subtracting line 8 from line 5, then multiplying by 0.25 to get line 9,
“but do not enter more than line 6”? So we pay someone to do our taxes. Or we buy Turbo Tax to
tell us—without the bureaucratic doublespeak—exactly what to write on each line of the tax form
and not trouble us with the why unless we ask. The underlying concept for this book is much the
same—Turbo Wiring, if you will.The objective of this book is to show you exactly how to service
and modify the electrical system on your boat. Assuming that the less theory I throw at you, the
happier you’re going to be, I have included electrical arcana only where it is absolutely essential.
But here’s the deal: if I try to keep this dead simple for the masses, the eggheads in the bunch
can’t take me to task for taking liberties. I’m not teaching electricity here. I’m just trying to show
you how to make a safe, durable connection.OK, that isn’t quite all there is to it. The connection I
am really trying to help you make is the one between you and the electrical system aboard your
boat—figuratively speaking, of course. For example, if you understand amp-hours the way you
understand gallons, determining how long your batteries will run all the boat’s electrical
equipment is as easy as calculating how far you can expect to motor on a tank of fuel.So when I
describe amps in the following pages, it is for practical use, not scientific—something like
introducing European tourists to mph. It isn’t necessary to know that a mile is 1,609 meters when
speedometers, maps, and road signs are all in mph. Likewise, you can read amps directly from a
meter and make the necessary correlations without any understanding of the underlying
science.You will find practical information here about batteries—gel cells versus the flooded
variety, cranking batteries versus deep cycle. You will learn how to select the “right” wire and how
to make “good” connections. You will learn to calculate how quickly your electrical equipment will
deplete your batteries, and how to counteract that drain with both traditional and alternative
power sources.Besides a handful of electrical terms, I will expose you to a few symbols that let
you “map” your boat’s electrical system, taking a lot of guesswork out of troubleshooting. You will
see how to isolate problems quickly using a multimeter—where to connect the test probes and
exactly what specific readings mean. (An adequate digital multimeter today costs less than this
book and every boatowner should have one!)You will find enough information about marine
electronics to let you install new gear, enough about alternating current to avoid or correct the



most common shore-power problems, and enough about lightning to let you maximize your level
of protection from this unpredictable menace.So put aside your preconceptions and turn the
page. I promise explanations and instructions as uncomplicated as I can make them. There is
nothing here that should put you at risk. To the contrary, understanding the wiring on your boat
should only make you safer. The only shock you are likely to experience is how easy this stuff
really is.CHAPTER 1SAFETY FIRSTA lot of people are of the opinion that messing around with
electricity is just asking for it. Touch the wrong wire and it’s off to Fiddler’s Green. Respect for the
dangers of electricity is a good thing—not something I want to talk you out of. But the bulk of this
book concerns battery-powered electrical systems that operate on what is called direct current
or DC. DC voltage has to get up around 600 volts to represent a serious shock risk. Working on
your boat’s 12-volt electrical system has the same shock potential as changing the batteries in a
portable lantern—none.Alternating current (AC) is another matter, whether provided by an outlet
on the dock, an onboard generator, or even an inverter. The pulsating nature of AC can interfere
with your heart’s natural rhythm, and a fatal disruption is possible with as little as 60 volts AC.
Since onboard AC circuits carry at least 110 volts, you must take all necessary precautions to
make sure you don’t accidentally touch the wrong wire. As long as you disconnect the power
supply first, it is possible to work on AC circuits in complete safety, but that means all power
supplies. Keep in mind that an inverter energizes the AC circuits even when the boat is
unplugged. If you are at all unsure, leave AC circuits to someone else.Twelve-volt circuits won’t
shock you no matter which wires you touch, but that doesn’t mean you can dispense with
caution. There are other safety issues you should keep in mind.BATTERY ACIDThe liquid
(electrolyte) inside a battery is a sulfuric acid solution. Spill it on yourself and it will eat clothes
and burn skin. Never peer closely into the cells to check the water level; a popping bubble can
spray enough acid in your eyes to cause permanent impairment, even blindness. Wear eye
protection when working around batteries. If you do splash battery acid, flush it immediately with
freshwater (not seawater, which gives off deadly chlorine gas when combined with battery acid).
Neutralize the spill with baking soda.CONTAINMENTMount batteries in an acid-proof box.
Cracked battery cases are not unknown, and in such an event a box eliminates or minimizes
collateral damage. You can purchase polypropylene battery boxes or construct your own using
plywood sheathed in fiberglass.Should a heavy battery come adrift, it can cause serious
damage and injury. It is imperative to secure all batteries with strong straps or restraining
rods.SPARKIf you have ever attached jumper cables, you have no doubt seen the sparking
potential of a 12-volt battery. Electrical arcs—the basis for arc welding—generate tremendous
heat. Accidentally touch a wrench to both terminals of a charged battery and the current will cut
a notch in the wrench—and maybe in your hand. Remove all metal jewelry before working on
battery connections.Small wires can also spark, but with much less consequence because the
current is limited by wire size and probably a fuse. However, any spark is dangerous in the
presence of explosive fumes. Be sure the bilge is clear of propane or gasoline fumes before
working on your electrical system.EXPLOSIVE GASWhen charging, batteries produce both



hydrogen and oxygen—a volatile cocktail. Both gases are lighter than air, so they don’t settle into
the bilge, but they can accumulate in the battery compartment. Effective ventilation is a battery-
compartment essential.Never work on the electrical system while the battery is charging. Even if
the batteries are well ventilated, the “head” of the cells is full of hydrogen and oxygen.FIREFire is
far and away the most common consequence of inadequate or careless wiring. Resistance
causes a conductor to get hot—the principle behind the burner coils on an electric range. Wire
too small for the job, poor connections, and corrosion can all result in excessive and dangerous
resistance. Hot wiring is most dangerous when it is in contact with flammables like paper or
cloth, but a hot wire directly igniting polyester resin (fiberglass) is not unknown.Protect against
electrical fire by using large enough wire (tables are provided in Chapter 4). Tin-plated (“tinned”)
wire is much more corrosion resistant than bare copper. Terminals should likewise be tinned
copper, never aluminum. Use only copper or brass washers on screw terminals, not steel or
aluminum.CORROSIVE FUMESCharging batteries give off corrosive fumes. These are
especially harmful to electronics, so never store or mount electronic equipment inside or even
near the battery compartment. This is not so much a safety concern as an economic
one.FUSENormally adequate wiring can become a fire hazard if it becomes overloaded.
Dampness and motion make boat wiring especially susceptible to unexpected “shorts” that
result in just such an overload. A fuse or breaker acts to prevent this by disconnecting the wire if
the current passing through it exceeds a safe level.Every circuit aboard your boat must have a
fuse or breaker in the “hot” wire leg. (The only exception might be the circuit supplying power to
the engine starter motor.) The fuse protects the wire, not the appliances the wire supplies. Fuses
and breakers should always be as close to the battery as practical.CHAPTER 1SAFETY FIRSTA
lot of people are of the opinion that messing around with electricity is just asking for it. Touch the
wrong wire and it’s off to Fiddler’s Green. Respect for the dangers of electricity is a good thing—
not something I want to talk you out of. But the bulk of this book concerns battery-powered
electrical systems that operate on what is called direct current or DC. DC voltage has to get up
around 600 volts to represent a serious shock risk. Working on your boat’s 12-volt electrical
system has the same shock potential as changing the batteries in a portable lantern—
none.Alternating current (AC) is another matter, whether provided by an outlet on the dock, an
onboard generator, or even an inverter. The pulsating nature of AC can interfere with your heart’s
natural rhythm, and a fatal disruption is possible with as little as 60 volts AC. Since onboard AC
circuits carry at least 110 volts, you must take all necessary precautions to make sure you don’t
accidentally touch the wrong wire. As long as you disconnect the power supply first, it is possible
to work on AC circuits in complete safety, but that means all power supplies. Keep in mind that
an inverter energizes the AC circuits even when the boat is unplugged. If you are at all unsure,
leave AC circuits to someone else.Twelve-volt circuits won’t shock you no matter which wires
you touch, but that doesn’t mean you can dispense with caution. There are other safety issues
you should keep in mind.BATTERY ACIDThe liquid (electrolyte) inside a battery is a sulfuric acid
solution. Spill it on yourself and it will eat clothes and burn skin. Never peer closely into the cells



to check the water level; a popping bubble can spray enough acid in your eyes to cause
permanent impairment, even blindness. Wear eye protection when working around batteries. If
you do splash battery acid, flush it immediately with freshwater (not seawater, which gives off
deadly chlorine gas when combined with battery acid). Neutralize the spill with baking
soda.CONTAINMENTMount batteries in an acid-proof box. Cracked battery cases are not
unknown, and in such an event a box eliminates or minimizes collateral damage. You can
purchase polypropylene battery boxes or construct your own using plywood sheathed in
fiberglass.Should a heavy battery come adrift, it can cause serious damage and injury. It is
imperative to secure all batteries with strong straps or restraining rods.SPARKIf you have ever
attached jumper cables, you have no doubt seen the sparking potential of a 12-volt battery.
Electrical arcs—the basis for arc welding—generate tremendous heat. Accidentally touch a
wrench to both terminals of a charged battery and the current will cut a notch in the wrench—
and maybe in your hand. Remove all metal jewelry before working on battery connections.Small
wires can also spark, but with much less consequence because the current is limited by wire
size and probably a fuse. However, any spark is dangerous in the presence of explosive fumes.
Be sure the bilge is clear of propane or gasoline fumes before working on your electrical
system.EXPLOSIVE GASWhen charging, batteries produce both hydrogen and oxygen—a
volatile cocktail. Both gases are lighter than air, so they don’t settle into the bilge, but they can
accumulate in the battery compartment. Effective ventilation is a battery-compartment
essential.Never work on the electrical system while the battery is charging. Even if the batteries
are well ventilated, the “head” of the cells is full of hydrogen and oxygen.FIREFire is far and away
the most common consequence of inadequate or careless wiring. Resistance causes a
conductor to get hot—the principle behind the burner coils on an electric range. Wire too small
for the job, poor connections, and corrosion can all result in excessive and dangerous
resistance. Hot wiring is most dangerous when it is in contact with flammables like paper or
cloth, but a hot wire directly igniting polyester resin (fiberglass) is not unknown.Protect against
electrical fire by using large enough wire (tables are provided in Chapter 4). Tin-plated (“tinned”)
wire is much more corrosion resistant than bare copper. Terminals should likewise be tinned
copper, never aluminum. Use only copper or brass washers on screw terminals, not steel or
aluminum.CORROSIVE FUMESCharging batteries give off corrosive fumes. These are
especially harmful to electronics, so never store or mount electronic equipment inside or even
near the battery compartment. This is not so much a safety concern as an economic
one.CORROSIVE FUMESCharging batteries give off corrosive fumes. These are especially
harmful to electronics, so never store or mount electronic equipment inside or even near the
battery compartment. This is not so much a safety concern as an economic one.FUSENormally
adequate wiring can become a fire hazard if it becomes overloaded. Dampness and motion
make boat wiring especially susceptible to unexpected “shorts” that result in just such an
overload. A fuse or breaker acts to prevent this by disconnecting the wire if the current passing
through it exceeds a safe level.Every circuit aboard your boat must have a fuse or breaker in the



“hot” wire leg. (The only exception might be the circuit supplying power to the engine starter
motor.) The fuse protects the wire, not the appliances the wire supplies. Fuses and breakers
should always be as close to the battery as practical.CHAPTER 2UNDERSTANDING THE
BASICSHow many sailors does it take to screw in a light bulb? If you don’t want to be the butt of
this disparagement, you have to abandon the attitude that everything about electricity is just too
complicated. Baseball is complicated. Compared to the infield fly, the balk, or the ground-rule
double, the rules that govern electricity are (invoking a bit of irony here) child’s play.Electricity
and baseball have at least one thing in common: nothing worthwhile happens until a runner
completes the circuit around the bases. Whether a baseball player is at bat or has managed to
advance all the way to third, he is only a potential run. We use potential to mean the same thing
in electricity. The runner has to return to home plate to score. Electrons are the runners in the
electricity game, and until they make the complete circuit, no numbers go up on the
scoreboard.Baseball has its own vocabulary—foul, fly, bunt, double play, pinch hit—but few of us
have any difficulty grasping these terms, not even strike, which normally means “to hit sharply,”
but inexplicably means just the opposite in baseball. A few specialized terms are likewise
required to follow the action in the electricity field, but too few to get excited about. Adding a half-
dozen new words to your vocabulary will likely be sufficient.This chapter is essentially the
“official rules.” In addition to defining terms, it shows how to play the game—including league
differences (the electrical equivalent of the designated hitter)—and how to keep score. Nobody
likes to read rules, but with electricity you don’t get away with a breach just because the umpire
misses it. When you break a rule, whether out of ignorance or indifference, there are always
consequences. Conversely, if you know the rules and follow them, expect a happy
outcome.TERMINOLOGYMost of the terms you need to work on your boat’s wiring will come in
context, but before we begin building that understanding, we need to lay the four cornerstones.
These are the basic concepts of electricity, all named for 18th century scientists.AMPAmp, short
for ampere, is a measurement of electrical current. Just as the Department of Transportation
measures traffic flow by counting how many vehicles per hour cross a sensor laid across the
highway, we measure the flow of electricity in a wire by counting the number of electrons per
second that pass a sensor.VOLTVolt is a measurement of potential. Potential is not how many
cars are on the road, but how many people own cars. The more drivers in downtown office
buildings at 4:59, the greater the potential for the traffic flow to be heavier (or last longer) when
we flip the switch at 5:00. Likewise, higher voltage forces a greater flow of electrons.OHMOhm is
a measurement of resistance. A six-lane highway is a good conductor of rush-hour traffic, but
funnel that down to one lane and traffic nearly stops. Or change the road from straight, smooth
asphalt to winding, rutted dirt and the rate of travel drops to a crawl. The flow of electrons is
similarly conducted or resisted based on the size and composition of conductors.WATTWatt is a
measurement of power. It is the rate at which work gets done. For example, consider how many
people the road system transports from their offices to their homes between 5:00 and 6:00 P.M.
Assuming the roads have sufficient capacity, we can increase that rate of “work” by putting more



cars on the road or by putting more people in each car. Increasing either volts (force) or amps
(current) increases electrical power.THREE-PART HARMONYBuy a roll of one hundred 33-cent
postage stamps and the cost will be $33. Expressing this everyday calculation as the equation E
= N x P (expenditure = number x price) doesn’t make it any more complicated. Change the
letters and this very same equation expresses how the electrical measurements defined above
are related. If you can compute the cost of a book of stamps, you have all the math skill
necessary to do electrical calculations.OHM’S LAWUnderstanding the relationship between
current, voltage (potential), and resistance is essential to almost every electrical problem or
project you might take on. Fortunately, this relationship is dead simple: an increase in voltage
increases current; an increase in resistance decreases current. To be specific, current is directly
proportional to voltage and inversely proportional to resistance. This is Ohm’s Law.If this sounds
confusing to you, it isn’t. An identical law governs your personal economics—namely, the
amount of anything you can buy is directly proportional to how much money you have available
and inversely proportional to price. Our postage-stamp equation shows this relationship more
clearly rewritten as N = E / P. Doubling the expenditure (E) doubles the number (N) of stamps
you buy. Doubling the price (P) cuts N in half.The equivalent equation for Ohm’s Law is I = V / R,
where I stands for current, V for voltage, and R for resistance. (We don’t use C for current
because I is the conventional abbreviation.) To use Ohm’s Law, current must always be in amps,
abbreviated as A; voltage always in volts, abbreviated as V; and resistance always in ohms,
abbreviated as Ω.If we apply 1 volt to a circuit having 1 ohm of resistance, 1 amp of current will
flow (1 V / 1 Ω = 1 A). Increase the voltage to 12 volts, and the current increases proportionally to
12 amps (12 V / 1 Ω = 12 A). Raise the resistance to 6 ohms, and the current flow in the circuit is
reduced to 2 amps (12 V / 6 Ω = 2 A).When we want to calculate resistance rather than current,
we rearrange the equation to R = V / 1. For voltage calculations, the form becomes V = I x R, or
simply V = IR. This latter is the easiest to commit to memory.POWERPower is the rate of doing
work. The more powerful an engine is, for example, the more work it can do (i.e., push a larger
boat or push a boat faster). The unit of measurement for mechanical power is usually
horsepower, but for electricity we use the watt. The higher the wattage of a light bulb, the more
light we expect from it.Electrical power is derived by multiplying voltage times current. The
shorthand for this relationship is P = V x I, where P stands for power, V for voltage, and I for
current. If we want the power in watts—and we always do—then the voltage has to be in volts
and the current in amps.As with Ohm’s Law, we can write the power equation three ways,
depending on what we want to calculate:P = VIV = P/II = P/VThe first form is the easiest to
remember, but the last is the one you will use most often. Light bulbs and most other electrical
equipment are rated in watts, but as you will soon see, we are more often concerned with how
much current an appliance draws. To determine that, we simply divide the specified wattage by
the electrical system voltage. A 25-watt cabin lamp in a 12-volt system will draw a little more than
2 amps when it is on (25 W / 12 V = 2.08 A).LOAD CALCULATIONSNow is a good time to
calculate the current draw of every electrical item aboard. You will need this to determine



appropriate battery capacity, alternator size, or solar panel benefit. Sometimes current
requirements are specified, but more often the rating is in watts. List every appliance aboard,
then divide its rated wattage by 12 to get its average current draw.Note that some high-draw
components are rated in kilowatts (kW). A kilowatt is 1,000 watts. So a starter motor shown in
your engine manual as 1.8 kW has a current draw of 150 amps (1,800 W / 12 V). Electric
windlasses have similar current demands.Enter the loads into a chart similar to the one shown.
We will return to this chart in Chapter 3. The loads depicted in the illustration are typical and may
be used to approximate the load of any appliance for which you are unable to locate actual
specifications.TYPICAL 12-VOLT POWER CONSUMPTIONDESERT ALGEBRAIf your
knowledge of algebra has been buried by the sands of time, you can rely on these two pyramids
to keep the equations straight. Putting your finger over the variable you are trying find will reveal
the arithmetic required. For example, cover I in the Ohm’s Law pyramid and what remains is V
over R: I = V / R. Cover P in the power pyramid and you are left with V I: P = V x I. If these work for
you, don’t be reluctant to rely on them.CIRCUITSIt is no coincidence that batteries have two
terminals and appliances have two leads. Connecting one lead to the battery’s positive terminal
and one to the negative provides the closed loop necessary for electrons to flow. This loop is
called a circuit.NOT LIKE WATERPlumbing offers some useful insights into the invisible flow of
electricity. You can see what makes a water wheel spin. The impact of wire size is clearer when
likened to pipes. The concept of voltage can be easier to grasp when thought of as the electrical
equivalent of water pressure. In fact, as long as we keep the plumbing system closed, water
works pretty well as an analogy. But as soon as we open the circuit, we discover a major
difference between the flow of water and the flow of electricity. As every homeowner knows,
water flows out of an open pipe until we shut off or exhaust the supply. In contrast, when we
open an electrical circuit, the flow of electricity stops. Not a single electron drips out of the end of
the wire.BOYS WILL BE BOYSTeenagers offer a better analogy. A high-school gymnasium full of
teenage boys at one end, girls at the other, separated by a partition, is essentially a battery.
Because the boys are naturally attracted to the girls, we have potential—voltage—but nothing
will happen unless the boys can find a path to the girls’ side of the “battery.” Give the gym an
outside corridor connecting both ends—a circuit—and the boys will race from their end of the
gym to the girls’ end. Unless a chaperon breaks the circuit by closing the corridor door, this
“current” continues until the battery is dead, i.e., until the boys’ side is empty and the girls’ side is
full of couples.POLARITYBy convention we think of an electrical current as flowing from positive
to negative, but the flow of electrons is actually from the negative or ground terminal to the
battery’s positive terminal. Either way, reversing connections to a circuit reverses the direction of
the current flow. While lighting and heating appliances generally operate the same when polarity
is reversed, most 12-volt motors run backwards, and electronics will, at best, simply fail to
operate and may be damaged or destroyed. For 12-volt components to operate as designed, the
lead marked with a “+” must always be connected to the positive side of the circuit.OPEN AND
CLOSEDAn electrical circuit provides a continuous path from the positive terminal of a power



source to its negative terminal. By this narrow definition, when we break that path we no longer
have a circuit. Fortunately, circuit has come to mean any configuration of electrically connected
components. A circuit that allows the flow of current is designated as a closed circuit. When a
break in the circuit interrupts the flow of current, the circuit is open.SERIESWhen the entire
current flow must pass through every component in a circuit, the components are all connected
in series. Components in a series circuit are connected end-to-end like railroad cars.For power
sources connected in series—dry cells dropped into the barrel of a flashlight, for example—the
total voltage is the sum of the individual voltages. Each dry cell has a voltage of 1.5 volts, so a
three-cell flashlight is operating at 4.5 volts.Similarly, the total resistance of loads connected in
series is the sum of the individual loads. We calculated earlier that a 12-volt, 25-watt
incandescent bulb draws about 2 amps, so by Ohm’s Law the bulb’s resistance is 6 ohms (12 V /
2 A). If we connect three bulbs in series, the total resistance is 18 ohms.PARALLELWhen a
component is connected in such a way that there is an alternative path for the current to follow,
that component is connected in parallel. Parallel connections, in their simplest configuration,
look like ladder rungs.Source voltages don’t aggregate in parallel. Connecting batteries in
parallel—which you do every time you switch your battery-selector switch to BOTH—simply
creates a “bigger” 12-volt battery, one with a capacity (detailed in the next chapter) equal to the
sum of the individual battery ratings.The total resistance of loads connected in parallel is a
combination of their individual resistances, but not a direct sum. Rather, the reciprocal of the
total resistance is equal to the sum of the reciprocals of the resistance in each branch. This
sounds infinitely more complicated than it is. For once, the equation is clearer:The reciprocal of
total resistance of our three light bulbs connected in parallel is + + , or ½, so the total resistance
is 2 ohms. The resistance of loads in parallel is always less than the resistance of the smallest
load.EXTRA CREDITWE HAVE ALREADY CALCULATED that a 25-watt, 12-volt cabin lamp
draws about 2 amps and has a resistance of about 6 ohms. Three such lamps wired in series
would have a combined resistance of 18 ohms. From Ohm’s Law, a circuit with 18 ohms
resistance connected to a 12-volt battery will draw 0.67 amps (12 V / 18 Ω). Since the definition
of a series circuit is that the entire current passes through every component, only 0.67 amps
passes through the bulbs—probably insufficient to make them light. It is generally a bad idea to
put more than one load in series. We do put switches and fuses in series with the load because
we want them to open the circuit.Multiple loads on a circuit are almost always connected in
parallel. Connected this way, our three lights will each burn brightly. Since each is drawing 2
amps, the total current must be 6 amps. We calculated the total resistance of three 6-ohm bulbs
in parallel as 2 ohms. Ohm’s Law—l=V/R—confirms that a 12-volt circuit with 2 ohms total
resistance does indeed havea6-amp current flow (12 V/2Ω). The more parallel loads we put on
the same circuit, the more current the wires, switches, and fuses must carry. Note that switch A
turns off all the lights; switch B affects only one light. Also note that even though each lamp is
rated at only 2 amps, we can’t use a 2-amp breaker to protect the circuit.AC/DCThis book is
mostly about 12-volt DC, but most modern boats also have AC (alternating current) circuits,



whether powered by a cord from a dock outlet, an inverter wired to the ship’s battery, or an
onboard AC generator. Alternators also generate alternating current. Most of the rules that
govern direct current, including Ohm’s Law, are equally applicable to alternating current, but the
AC league plays the game a little differently.MAGNETISM AND CURRENTElectric current and
magnetism are related. Much like moving steel shavings on top of a piece of paper by passing a
magnet underneath, electrons inside a wire can be induced to move by passing a magnet near
the wire. This is exactly how all generators “create” electricity. Coils of wire surround a magnet,
and when the magnet spins, it induces a current flow in the wire.CURRENTA charged battery
has excess electrons in one side and a shortage of electrons in the other. Connect the two sides
and electrons flow through the circuit in one direction—like water through a hose. Direct current
is, by definition, a one-way flow of electrons.In an AC circuit electrons don’t flow; they do the two-
step. Close an AC circuit, and for an instant the electrons start through the circuit just like DC.
But back at the generator the positive pole of the spinning magnet is followed by the negative
pole, which induces the electrons to flow in the opposite direction. This has the same effect as
reversing the battery connections in a DC circuit. And just as the current starts to flow in the new
direction, along comes the positive pole in the generator and reverses the direction again.
Alternating current, by definition, reverses direction at regular intervals. Electricity generated by
U.S. power companies reverses direction 120 times per second.POLARITYSince current is
flowing one direction then the other through AC circuits, the function of AC components, in
contrast to their DC counterparts, is unaffected by reversing connections. But while AC
components are oblivious to polarity, this emphatically does not mean you can be, too. To the
contrary, reversed AC polarity is extremely dangerous, particularly aboard a boat, and must
always be avoided (see Chapter 8).LOADSHow, you might wonder, does alternating current do
any work if the electrons are more or less jogging in place? Consider a light bulb illuminated by
connecting it to a battery: if you reverse the connections, the bulb still lights. In an AC circuit this
reversal happens too fast for the eye to see anything more than perhaps a flicker as the light
goes off and back on 120 times per second. In fact, if the bulb is incandescent, the white-hot
filament doesn’t have time to cool during the “off” times, so the bulb glows steadily even though
current is only flowing through the filament intermittently—not unlike propelling a play yard swing
with intermittent shoves. And as with the swing, the shove can be in either
direction.VOLTAGEOhm’s Law tells us that in a circuit with a resistance of 1 ohm, voltage in volts
will be equal to current in amps (V = I × 1 or V = I). So if the current is alternating, the voltage
must be also. Yet an AC voltmeter will register a steady voltage of somewhere between 115 and
125 volts when its probes are inserted into a 120-volt outlet. What’s going on?Since both
positive and negative voltages (relative to ground) induce a current to flow, and AC circuits don’t
care which way the current flows, the AC voltmeter ignores polarity and registers all voltage as
positive, which henceforth we shall do also. The meter also averages the voltage which, to yield
a mean reading of 120 volts, is oscillating between 0 and a peak of about 170 volts. Fortunately
we don’t need to be concerned with these oscillations; average voltage (and current) satisfies



our needs.POWER FACTORThe oscillating voltage of AC power does require one consolation.
Some components in a circuit, most notably coils, oppose any change in current. This isn’t
resistance as defined earlier—it is called reactance—but it alters the relationship between
voltage and current in AC circuits. Voltage times current gives us power in watts (P = V x I) for a
DC circuit, but an AC component of a specified wattage may draw more current to compensate
for the added load imposed by reactance. For AC, the power in watts is equal to volts times
amps times a power factor (PF). In equation form this is P = V x I x PF, or more often I = P / (V x
PF). PF is 1 when all loads are resistive—which is why we ignore it in DC circuits—but less than
1 when the circuit includes reactive loads. We won’t do power factor calculations in this book,
but you need to know that applying the DC power equation (PF = 1) to the rated wattage of AC
appliances can substantially understate actual power consumption.SAFETY REVISITEDHand-
to-hand resistance through the human body is usually at least 1,000 ohms (check yours by
holding the two probes of an ohm meter with wet fingers). Applying Ohm’s Law—I = V / R—we
can see that should you touch both terminals of a 12-volt battery, body resistance limits current
flow to 12 milliamps (0.012 amp)—insufficient to pose a serious risk. If, however, you get across
an AC circuit, 120 volts will push 0.12 amp through your body. Combined with the pulsating
nature of AC current, this is more than twice the level needed to interfere dangerously—even
fatally—with heart rhythm. Work on AC circuits requires extreme caution.CHAPTER
2UNDERSTANDING THE BASICSHow many sailors does it take to screw in a light bulb? If you
don’t want to be the butt of this disparagement, you have to abandon the attitude that everything
about electricity is just too complicated. Baseball is complicated. Compared to the infield fly, the
balk, or the ground-rule double, the rules that govern electricity are (invoking a bit of irony here)
child’s play.Electricity and baseball have at least one thing in common: nothing worthwhile
happens until a runner completes the circuit around the bases. Whether a baseball player is at
bat or has managed to advance all the way to third, he is only a potential run. We use potential to
mean the same thing in electricity. The runner has to return to home plate to score. Electrons are
the runners in the electricity game, and until they make the complete circuit, no numbers go up
on the scoreboard.Baseball has its own vocabulary—foul, fly, bunt, double play, pinch hit—but
few of us have any difficulty grasping these terms, not even strike, which normally means “to hit
sharply,” but inexplicably means just the opposite in baseball. A few specialized terms are
likewise required to follow the action in the electricity field, but too few to get excited about.
Adding a half-dozen new words to your vocabulary will likely be sufficient.This chapter is
essentially the “official rules.” In addition to defining terms, it shows how to play the game—
including league differences (the electrical equivalent of the designated hitter)—and how to
keep score. Nobody likes to read rules, but with electricity you don’t get away with a breach just
because the umpire misses it. When you break a rule, whether out of ignorance or indifference,
there are always consequences. Conversely, if you know the rules and follow them, expect a
happy outcome.TERMINOLOGYMost of the terms you need to work on your boat’s wiring will
come in context, but before we begin building that understanding, we need to lay the four



cornerstones. These are the basic concepts of electricity, all named for 18th century
scientists.AMPAmp, short for ampere, is a measurement of electrical current. Just as the
Department of Transportation measures traffic flow by counting how many vehicles per hour
cross a sensor laid across the highway, we measure the flow of electricity in a wire by counting
the number of electrons per second that pass a sensor.VOLTVolt is a measurement of potential.
Potential is not how many cars are on the road, but how many people own cars. The more
drivers in downtown office buildings at 4:59, the greater the potential for the traffic flow to be
heavier (or last longer) when we flip the switch at 5:00. Likewise, higher voltage forces a greater
flow of electrons.OHMOhm is a measurement of resistance. A six-lane highway is a good
conductor of rush-hour traffic, but funnel that down to one lane and traffic nearly stops. Or
change the road from straight, smooth asphalt to winding, rutted dirt and the rate of travel drops
to a crawl. The flow of electrons is similarly conducted or resisted based on the size and
composition of conductors.WATTWatt is a measurement of power. It is the rate at which work
gets done. For example, consider how many people the road system transports from their offices
to their homes between 5:00 and 6:00 P.M. Assuming the roads have sufficient capacity, we can
increase that rate of “work” by putting more cars on the road or by putting more people in each
car. Increasing either volts (force) or amps (current) increases electrical power.THREE-PART
HARMONYBuy a roll of one hundred 33-cent postage stamps and the cost will be $33.
Expressing this everyday calculation as the equation E = N x P (expenditure = number x price)
doesn’t make it any more complicated. Change the letters and this very same equation
expresses how the electrical measurements defined above are related. If you can compute the
cost of a book of stamps, you have all the math skill necessary to do electrical
calculations.OHM’S LAWUnderstanding the relationship between current, voltage (potential),
and resistance is essential to almost every electrical problem or project you might take on.
Fortunately, this relationship is dead simple: an increase in voltage increases current; an
increase in resistance decreases current. To be specific, current is directly proportional to
voltage and inversely proportional to resistance. This is Ohm’s Law.If this sounds confusing to
you, it isn’t. An identical law governs your personal economics—namely, the amount of anything
you can buy is directly proportional to how much money you have available and inversely
proportional to price. Our postage-stamp equation shows this relationship more clearly rewritten
as N = E / P. Doubling the expenditure (E) doubles the number (N) of stamps you buy. Doubling
the price (P) cuts N in half.The equivalent equation for Ohm’s Law is I = V / R, where I stands for
current, V for voltage, and R for resistance. (We don’t use C for current because I is the
conventional abbreviation.) To use Ohm’s Law, current must always be in amps, abbreviated as
A; voltage always in volts, abbreviated as V; and resistance always in ohms, abbreviated as Ω.If
we apply 1 volt to a circuit having 1 ohm of resistance, 1 amp of current will flow (1 V / 1 Ω = 1 A).
Increase the voltage to 12 volts, and the current increases proportionally to 12 amps (12 V / 1 Ω
= 12 A). Raise the resistance to 6 ohms, and the current flow in the circuit is reduced to 2 amps
(12 V / 6 Ω = 2 A).When we want to calculate resistance rather than current, we rearrange the



equation to R = V / 1. For voltage calculations, the form becomes V = I x R, or simply V = IR. This
latter is the easiest to commit to memory.POWERPower is the rate of doing work. The more
powerful an engine is, for example, the more work it can do (i.e., push a larger boat or push a
boat faster). The unit of measurement for mechanical power is usually horsepower, but for
electricity we use the watt. The higher the wattage of a light bulb, the more light we expect from
it.Electrical power is derived by multiplying voltage times current. The shorthand for this
relationship is P = V x I, where P stands for power, V for voltage, and I for current. If we want the
power in watts—and we always do—then the voltage has to be in volts and the current in
amps.As with Ohm’s Law, we can write the power equation three ways, depending on what we
want to calculate:P = VIV = P/II = P/VThe first form is the easiest to remember, but the last is the
one you will use most often. Light bulbs and most other electrical equipment are rated in watts,
but as you will soon see, we are more often concerned with how much current an appliance
draws. To determine that, we simply divide the specified wattage by the electrical system
voltage. A 25-watt cabin lamp in a 12-volt system will draw a little more than 2 amps when it is on
(25 W / 12 V = 2.08 A).LOAD CALCULATIONSNow is a good time to calculate the current draw
of every electrical item aboard. You will need this to determine appropriate battery capacity,
alternator size, or solar panel benefit. Sometimes current requirements are specified, but more
often the rating is in watts. List every appliance aboard, then divide its rated wattage by 12 to get
its average current draw.Note that some high-draw components are rated in kilowatts (kW). A
kilowatt is 1,000 watts. So a starter motor shown in your engine manual as 1.8 kW has a current
draw of 150 amps (1,800 W / 12 V). Electric windlasses have similar current demands.Enter the
loads into a chart similar to the one shown. We will return to this chart in Chapter 3. The loads
depicted in the illustration are typical and may be used to approximate the load of any appliance
for which you are unable to locate actual specifications.TYPICAL 12-VOLT POWER
CONSUMPTIONDESERT ALGEBRAIf your knowledge of algebra has been buried by the sands
of time, you can rely on these two pyramids to keep the equations straight. Putting your finger
over the variable you are trying find will reveal the arithmetic required. For example, cover I in the
Ohm’s Law pyramid and what remains is V over R: I = V / R. Cover P in the power pyramid and
you are left with V I: P = V x I. If these work for you, don’t be reluctant to rely on them.CIRCUITSIt
is no coincidence that batteries have two terminals and appliances have two leads. Connecting
one lead to the battery’s positive terminal and one to the negative provides the closed loop
necessary for electrons to flow. This loop is called a circuit.NOT LIKE WATERPlumbing offers
some useful insights into the invisible flow of electricity. You can see what makes a water wheel
spin. The impact of wire size is clearer when likened to pipes. The concept of voltage can be
easier to grasp when thought of as the electrical equivalent of water pressure. In fact, as long as
we keep the plumbing system closed, water works pretty well as an analogy. But as soon as we
open the circuit, we discover a major difference between the flow of water and the flow of
electricity. As every homeowner knows, water flows out of an open pipe until we shut off or
exhaust the supply. In contrast, when we open an electrical circuit, the flow of electricity stops.



Not a single electron drips out of the end of the wire.BOYS WILL BE BOYSTeenagers offer a
better analogy. A high-school gymnasium full of teenage boys at one end, girls at the other,
separated by a partition, is essentially a battery. Because the boys are naturally attracted to the
girls, we have potential—voltage—but nothing will happen unless the boys can find a path to the
girls’ side of the “battery.” Give the gym an outside corridor connecting both ends—a circuit—
and the boys will race from their end of the gym to the girls’ end. Unless a chaperon breaks the
circuit by closing the corridor door, this “current” continues until the battery is dead, i.e., until the
boys’ side is empty and the girls’ side is full of couples.POLARITYBy convention we think of an
electrical current as flowing from positive to negative, but the flow of electrons is actually from
the negative or ground terminal to the battery’s positive terminal. Either way, reversing
connections to a circuit reverses the direction of the current flow. While lighting and heating
appliances generally operate the same when polarity is reversed, most 12-volt motors run
backwards, and electronics will, at best, simply fail to operate and may be damaged or
destroyed. For 12-volt components to operate as designed, the lead marked with a “+” must
always be connected to the positive side of the circuit.OPEN AND CLOSEDAn electrical circuit
provides a continuous path from the positive terminal of a power source to its negative terminal.
By this narrow definition, when we break that path we no longer have a circuit. Fortunately, circuit
has come to mean any configuration of electrically connected components. A circuit that allows
the flow of current is designated as a closed circuit. When a break in the circuit interrupts the
flow of current, the circuit is open.SERIESWhen the entire current flow must pass through every
component in a circuit, the components are all connected in series. Components in a series
circuit are connected end-to-end like railroad cars.For power sources connected in series—dry
cells dropped into the barrel of a flashlight, for example—the total voltage is the sum of the
individual voltages. Each dry cell has a voltage of 1.5 volts, so a three-cell flashlight is operating
at 4.5 volts.Similarly, the total resistance of loads connected in series is the sum of the individual
loads. We calculated earlier that a 12-volt, 25-watt incandescent bulb draws about 2 amps, so by
Ohm’s Law the bulb’s resistance is 6 ohms (12 V / 2 A). If we connect three bulbs in series, the
total resistance is 18 ohms.PARALLELWhen a component is connected in such a way that there
is an alternative path for the current to follow, that component is connected in parallel. Parallel
connections, in their simplest configuration, look like ladder rungs.Source voltages don’t
aggregate in parallel. Connecting batteries in parallel—which you do every time you switch your
battery-selector switch to BOTH—simply creates a “bigger” 12-volt battery, one with a capacity
(detailed in the next chapter) equal to the sum of the individual battery ratings.The total
resistance of loads connected in parallel is a combination of their individual resistances, but not
a direct sum. Rather, the reciprocal of the total resistance is equal to the sum of the reciprocals
of the resistance in each branch. This sounds infinitely more complicated than it is. For once, the
equation is clearer:The reciprocal of total resistance of our three light bulbs connected in parallel
is + + , or ½, so the total resistance is 2 ohms. The resistance of loads in parallel is always less
than the resistance of the smallest load.EXTRA CREDITWE HAVE ALREADY CALCULATED



that a 25-watt, 12-volt cabin lamp draws about 2 amps and has a resistance of about 6 ohms.
Three such lamps wired in series would have a combined resistance of 18 ohms. From Ohm’s
Law, a circuit with 18 ohms resistance connected to a 12-volt battery will draw 0.67 amps (12 V /
18 Ω). Since the definition of a series circuit is that the entire current passes through every
component, only 0.67 amps passes through the bulbs—probably insufficient to make them light.
It is generally a bad idea to put more than one load in series. We do put switches and fuses in
series with the load because we want them to open the circuit.Multiple loads on a circuit are
almost always connected in parallel. Connected this way, our three lights will each burn brightly.
Since each is drawing 2 amps, the total current must be 6 amps. We calculated the total
resistance of three 6-ohm bulbs in parallel as 2 ohms. Ohm’s Law—l=V/R—confirms that a 12-
volt circuit with 2 ohms total resistance does indeed havea6-amp current flow (12 V/2Ω). The
more parallel loads we put on the same circuit, the more current the wires, switches, and fuses
must carry. Note that switch A turns off all the lights; switch B affects only one light. Also note
that even though each lamp is rated at only 2 amps, we can’t use a 2-amp breaker to protect the
circuit.EXTRA CREDITWE HAVE ALREADY CALCULATED that a 25-watt, 12-volt cabin lamp
draws about 2 amps and has a resistance of about 6 ohms. Three such lamps wired in series
would have a combined resistance of 18 ohms. From Ohm’s Law, a circuit with 18 ohms
resistance connected to a 12-volt battery will draw 0.67 amps (12 V / 18 Ω). Since the definition
of a series circuit is that the entire current passes through every component, only 0.67 amps
passes through the bulbs—probably insufficient to make them light. It is generally a bad idea to
put more than one load in series. We do put switches and fuses in series with the load because
we want them to open the circuit.Multiple loads on a circuit are almost always connected in
parallel. Connected this way, our three lights will each burn brightly. Since each is drawing 2
amps, the total current must be 6 amps. We calculated the total resistance of three 6-ohm bulbs
in parallel as 2 ohms. Ohm’s Law—l=V/R—confirms that a 12-volt circuit with 2 ohms total
resistance does indeed havea6-amp current flow (12 V/2Ω). The more parallel loads we put on
the same circuit, the more current the wires, switches, and fuses must carry. Note that switch A
turns off all the lights; switch B affects only one light. Also note that even though each lamp is
rated at only 2 amps, we can’t use a 2-amp breaker to protect the circuit.AC/DCThis book is
mostly about 12-volt DC, but most modern boats also have AC (alternating current) circuits,
whether powered by a cord from a dock outlet, an inverter wired to the ship’s battery, or an
onboard AC generator. Alternators also generate alternating current. Most of the rules that
govern direct current, including Ohm’s Law, are equally applicable to alternating current, but the
AC league plays the game a little differently.MAGNETISM AND CURRENTElectric current and
magnetism are related. Much like moving steel shavings on top of a piece of paper by passing a
magnet underneath, electrons inside a wire can be induced to move by passing a magnet near
the wire. This is exactly how all generators “create” electricity. Coils of wire surround a magnet,
and when the magnet spins, it induces a current flow in the wire.CURRENTA charged battery
has excess electrons in one side and a shortage of electrons in the other. Connect the two sides



and electrons flow through the circuit in one direction—like water through a hose. Direct current
is, by definition, a one-way flow of electrons.In an AC circuit electrons don’t flow; they do the two-
step. Close an AC circuit, and for an instant the electrons start through the circuit just like DC.
But back at the generator the positive pole of the spinning magnet is followed by the negative
pole, which induces the electrons to flow in the opposite direction. This has the same effect as
reversing the battery connections in a DC circuit. And just as the current starts to flow in the new
direction, along comes the positive pole in the generator and reverses the direction again.
Alternating current, by definition, reverses direction at regular intervals. Electricity generated by
U.S. power companies reverses direction 120 times per second.POLARITYSince current is
flowing one direction then the other through AC circuits, the function of AC components, in
contrast to their DC counterparts, is unaffected by reversing connections. But while AC
components are oblivious to polarity, this emphatically does not mean you can be, too. To the
contrary, reversed AC polarity is extremely dangerous, particularly aboard a boat, and must
always be avoided (see Chapter 8).LOADSHow, you might wonder, does alternating current do
any work if the electrons are more or less jogging in place? Consider a light bulb illuminated by
connecting it to a battery: if you reverse the connections, the bulb still lights. In an AC circuit this
reversal happens too fast for the eye to see anything more than perhaps a flicker as the light
goes off and back on 120 times per second. In fact, if the bulb is incandescent, the white-hot
filament doesn’t have time to cool during the “off” times, so the bulb glows steadily even though
current is only flowing through the filament intermittently—not unlike propelling a play yard swing
with intermittent shoves. And as with the swing, the shove can be in either
direction.VOLTAGEOhm’s Law tells us that in a circuit with a resistance of 1 ohm, voltage in volts
will be equal to current in amps (V = I × 1 or V = I). So if the current is alternating, the voltage
must be also. Yet an AC voltmeter will register a steady voltage of somewhere between 115 and
125 volts when its probes are inserted into a 120-volt outlet. What’s going on?Since both
positive and negative voltages (relative to ground) induce a current to flow, and AC circuits don’t
care which way the current flows, the AC voltmeter ignores polarity and registers all voltage as
positive, which henceforth we shall do also. The meter also averages the voltage which, to yield
a mean reading of 120 volts, is oscillating between 0 and a peak of about 170 volts. Fortunately
we don’t need to be concerned with these oscillations; average voltage (and current) satisfies
our needs.POWER FACTORThe oscillating voltage of AC power does require one consolation.
Some components in a circuit, most notably coils, oppose any change in current. This isn’t
resistance as defined earlier—it is called reactance—but it alters the relationship between
voltage and current in AC circuits. Voltage times current gives us power in watts (P = V x I) for a
DC circuit, but an AC component of a specified wattage may draw more current to compensate
for the added load imposed by reactance. For AC, the power in watts is equal to volts times
amps times a power factor (PF). In equation form this is P = V x I x PF, or more often I = P / (V x
PF). PF is 1 when all loads are resistive—which is why we ignore it in DC circuits—but less than
1 when the circuit includes reactive loads. We won’t do power factor calculations in this book,



but you need to know that applying the DC power equation (PF = 1) to the rated wattage of AC
appliances can substantially understate actual power consumption.SAFETY REVISITEDHand-
to-hand resistance through the human body is usually at least 1,000 ohms (check yours by
holding the two probes of an ohm meter with wet fingers). Applying Ohm’s Law—I = V / R—we
can see that should you touch both terminals of a 12-volt battery, body resistance limits current
flow to 12 milliamps (0.012 amp)—insufficient to pose a serious risk. If, however, you get across
an AC circuit, 120 volts will push 0.12 amp through your body. Combined with the pulsating
nature of AC current, this is more than twice the level needed to interfere dangerously—even
fatally—with heart rhythm. Work on AC circuits requires extreme caution.CHAPTER
3BATTERYA storage battery is like a fuel tank. As long as you keep it topped up, the electrical
system should keep humming, but let it run out of juice and the system dies.We don’t much care
what is going on inside a battery, only that it keeps our electrics running. Unfortunately, where
batteries are concerned, ignorance is almost never bliss. About 99.99% of all 12-volt batteries
are intended for automobiles, where they are required to give a half-second burst of power
several times a day—after which they are immediately and fully replenished by the alternator. A
sailboat battery doesn’t get such prima donna treatment. We want it to supply all our electrical
needs for 24 to 48 hours, then we want to fully replace that 2-day drain with a few minutes of
charging time. Such treatment literally murders an automotive battery.No battery lasts as long or
recharges as quickly as we would like, but those designed specifically for periodic as opposed to
continuous recharging come the closest. What identifies such batteries? “Marine” on the label is
no assurance; many so-called marine batteries are simply relabeled automotive batteries,
maybe with the addition of wing-nut terminals and a lifting handle. This might be unscrupulous
except that the requirements for a powerboat’s starting battery aren’t that different from a car
battery.Gel batteries have been increasingly touted as the ideal marine battery, but claims about
these should be viewed with some skepticism. Gel cells do have some desirable characteristics,
but they are not next-generation technology.The best way to pick a battery to suit your needs is
to compare. This chapter explains physical and performance differences among various battery
types, and shows how to interpret various battery ratings. It also provides standards for
installation and maintenance.Taking the time to select the right battery, install it well, and
maintain it properly is simply good seamanship.THE BASIC CELLBatteries are made up of cells
connected in series to achieve the desired voltage. For example, a 12-volt automotive or marine
battery has 6 cells, each with a fully charged potential of a bit more than 2 volts. Cells convert
chemical energy to electrical energy and, in the case of storage cells, vice versa.FULLY
CHARGEDA cell consists of two dissimilar electrodes immersed in a conductive medium. In a
lead-acid cell—the kind of cell in automotive and marine batteries—the negative electrode is
lead (Pb), the positive electrode is lead dioxide (PbO2), and the electrolyte is sulfuric acid and
water (H2SO4 + H2O).DISCHARGINGFree electrons flowing from the lead to the lead dioxide
through an external circuit unbalance the chemistry inside the battery, causing the acid to
separate into hydrogen (H) and sulfate (S04) ions. An ion is a molecule with either extra or



missing electrons—the link between chemical energy and electrical energy. Some of the sulfate
ions combine with the lead electrode to form lead sulfate (PbSO4). Other sulfate ions displace
oxygen from the lead-dioxide electrode and combine with the free lead, also as lead sulfate. The
displaced oxygen pairs up with the hydrogen ions to form water (H2O).CHAPTER 3BATTERYA
storage battery is like a fuel tank. As long as you keep it topped up, the electrical system should
keep humming, but let it run out of juice and the system dies.We don’t much care what is going
on inside a battery, only that it keeps our electrics running. Unfortunately, where batteries are
concerned, ignorance is almost never bliss. About 99.99% of all 12-volt batteries are intended
for automobiles, where they are required to give a half-second burst of power several times a day
—after which they are immediately and fully replenished by the alternator. A sailboat battery
doesn’t get such prima donna treatment. We want it to supply all our electrical needs for 24 to 48
hours, then we want to fully replace that 2-day drain with a few minutes of charging time. Such
treatment literally murders an automotive battery.No battery lasts as long or recharges as quickly
as we would like, but those designed specifically for periodic as opposed to continuous
recharging come the closest. What identifies such batteries? “Marine” on the label is no
assurance; many so-called marine batteries are simply relabeled automotive batteries, maybe
with the addition of wing-nut terminals and a lifting handle. This might be unscrupulous except
that the requirements for a powerboat’s starting battery aren’t that different from a car battery.Gel
batteries have been increasingly touted as the ideal marine battery, but claims about these
should be viewed with some skepticism. Gel cells do have some desirable characteristics, but
they are not next-generation technology.The best way to pick a battery to suit your needs is to
compare. This chapter explains physical and performance differences among various battery
types, and shows how to interpret various battery ratings. It also provides standards for
installation and maintenance.Taking the time to select the right battery, install it well, and
maintain it properly is simply good seamanship.THE BASIC CELLBatteries are made up of cells
connected in series to achieve the desired voltage. For example, a 12-volt automotive or marine
battery has 6 cells, each with a fully charged potential of a bit more than 2 volts. Cells convert
chemical energy to electrical energy and, in the case of storage cells, vice versa.FULLY
CHARGEDA cell consists of two dissimilar electrodes immersed in a conductive medium. In a
lead-acid cell—the kind of cell in automotive and marine batteries—the negative electrode is
lead (Pb), the positive electrode is lead dioxide (PbO2), and the electrolyte is sulfuric acid and
water (H2SO4 + H2O).DISCHARGINGFree electrons flowing from the lead to the lead dioxide
through an external circuit unbalance the chemistry inside the battery, causing the acid to
separate into hydrogen (H) and sulfate (S04) ions. An ion is a molecule with either extra or
missing electrons—the link between chemical energy and electrical energy. Some of the sulfate
ions combine with the lead electrode to form lead sulfate (PbSO4). Other sulfate ions displace
oxygen from the lead-dioxide electrode and combine with the free lead, also as lead sulfate. The
displaced oxygen pairs up with the hydrogen ions to form water (H2O).
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RGMac, “Great for what it is.. This is an excellent introduction and dictionary to marine wiring.
What it is not, is an instruction manual for how to wire your boat, which is what I was hoping for.
You'll get a lot of electrical theory, tons of definitions, excellent useful diagrams and graphs, and I
can't think of anything that isn't defined clearly here. Great handbook on using voltage meters.
All that. But it will not walk you through wiring an assortment of circuits, step by step, so that you
can rewire you boat.I don't think that book, or that information, exists, either in print or online,
because I've been searching for it for 2 years and haven't found it yet.  Good luck.”

Aventuras, “Excellent reference book. A must have for liveaboard's”

Jake, “DYI Sailboat Projects. Great explanations the explained a lot of things I did not know
about electricity on a sailboat.”

Richard E. Sorensen, “good explanation of equipment. a very good book on boat electrical
wireing”

J. Holloway, “Boat electronics, not just for sailboats. I bought "The 12 Volt Bible for Boats" and
"Sailboat Electrics Simplified". Both are good books, but "Sailboat Electrics Simplified" seems
to explain electronics for the do-it-yourself type of individual better with better examples. I own a
1977 Albin power boat that needs a lot of electric work done. I would recommend this book to
any one who is interested in doing their own work, or checking out work that has been done on
your boat, to make sure it was done properly. This book is not just for sailboats, but for all boats
and is a great book to have in your boating library. I now know easily what gauge wire to use and
how to properly route it and connect it to terminals. I now realize that some of the work done on
my other boats was do to fail at some point in time, but if I still owned the boats I would easily be
able to correct others mistakes. Buying marine grade products for boat electronics will save you
a lot of rework later on.  A good first book for the do-it-yourself market.”

Graysailor, “Excellent book for sailing library, I would make it one of the five sailing books you
would need.. Steve here - very well written, clear, concise. A little on the older side but most of
the calculations and designs will still apply, you just have to use new numbers for LED lighting.
Although he covers Solar there is only a few pages on it, still - that may actually be enough to
cover the topic. However - this would be a great book for anyone interesting in just plain learning
about electricity period. All of it still applies, calculating loads, battery sizes, types of wiring,
placement, and troubleshooting. I especially like the fact that not only does he discuss the
theory and science behind electricity, but also details exactly how to use test equipment to do
troubleshooting. Excellent book and I would consider it a must have for any serious sailor, along
with a good navigation book, fiberglass repair work, sailboat maintenance, and one on



emergency medicine, and so on. My version was printed in 1999.”

Thomas F. Burchill, “Not just for sailors! Excellent for RVs as well.. Beautifully written and
illustrated! Easy to understand, even for novices like me. I'm in the process of revamping much
of my campervan electrics and this book has given me so much clarity on how to tackle the
changes I was pondering.  No more guesswork!  Well worth the money spent.”

L. West, “Absolutely Outstanding. I started with almost zero knowledge and some fear of all
things electrical and a marine starting battery that would discharge overnight. I'd had the battery
tested and found good leaving the problem somewhere in the boat's wiring. I got everything I
needed to have to fix this problem from this book.Casey's book had the foundation knowledge I
needed to understand the troubleshooting steps and a specific troubleshooting process that
enabled me to find and fix the source of the problem. That alone was a huge benefit and
probably saved me a couple of hundred dollars.More importantly, reading the book to solve my
specific problem gave me the foundation to approach any electrical problem on the boat. I'm
generally pretty handy and now can view electrical troubleshooting as just another thing that I
have the confidence to do.Very, very well written. Good mix between simplicity and specificity. I
highly recommend this book and a good multimeter.”

Ioannis Tsopelas, “Basics, simply explained!. Great book to get an introduction to the very
basics. I wish it had some info around lithium batteries, too.”

alecsmart, “good for novices. This is the first time I got an understanding of the basics. Some of
the more complex chapters I found impossible but now I know how to use a multimeter and do
some troubleshooting. Another edition may try an simplify the working of alternators and
regulators. A simple one answer for lightening would be good.”

Grahame Mackenzie, “Sailboat Electrics Similified. Simple, easy to follow descriptions of how
things work. Some parts of the book are a little basic but that's probably to the good in this
complex subject. Certainly the best simple explanation of how alternators work in any book I've
seen and solved a number of questions for me. Well worth space on any small boat's bookshelf.”

Catamaran Builder, “Catamaran Builder. The book was very good delivered and professionally
packed by the seller. I am an engineer and the book points to the basics of what I needed to
refresh in order to install the electrical system of the catamaran I am building, which is an ocean
cruiser.”

The book by Don Casey has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 227 people have provided feedback.
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